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Our T.C.S 1st Year Girls Basketball team started their campaign as the first of a 
double header, also featuring the 2nd Year team, away to St Mary’s New Ross on 
Friday the 20th of January. Having trained hard with Ms Roberts & Ms Dooney on 
the run up to the game the girls were eager to take to the court and get involved in 
some competitive action. 
 
Throwing in at 10:25 the game got off to a blistering start. Tullow had the better of 
the game in the opening exchanges and their fast passing and movement was 
drawing St Marys’ into a lot of fouls early on. Three excellent baskets from Louise 
Brown seen T.C.S capitalise on their dominance and go into a 6 point lead. New 
Ross were quick to respond do and as the quarter progressed they began to get a 



strong hold on the game and added 6 unanswered baskets to see the first quarter 
end with the score 12-6. 
   
Again the Tullow girls made a bright start to the second quarter with Alannah 
McCarthy scoring her first basket of the game to keep the Tullow score ticking. But 
again, New Ross responded well and quickly took control of the quarter with a few 
well worked scores. Tullow were working tirelessly in defense with some great 
blocks & rebounds helping to minimise the New Ross advantage. This hard work 
was rewarded when Calleigh Keppel added a well-deserved basket for her team 
just before half time to leave the score at 28-10. 
 

 

 



  

Defense was to be the key aspect of the third quarter as both teams enjoyed some 
good possession and created a lot of scoring opportunities but failed to convert 
many of these as the defenses of both teams held strong. St Mary’s were the 
slightly more economically team and took their chances when they arrived to 
slightly increase their lead in the game. 
 
Both teams used the fourth quarter to make sure that all players from both squads 
got some valuable game time and it proved to be an entertaining end to the game 
with both teams making some excellent baskets. The T.C.S girls fought hard to the 
final whistle but in the end St Mary’s proved too strong and finished the game on a 
scoreline of 51 -29.  
 



Tullow C.S Team: 

4. Katie Kelly 5. Katelyn Dempsey 
6. Calleigh Keppel 7. Hannah Wall 
8. Layla Murphy 9. Maria Healy 

10. Orla Nolan 11. Saipresha Paraneetharan 

12. Mia Nolan 13. Hannah Coady 
14. Ciara Cahoon 15. Alannah McCarthy 

16. Zara Jaiby 17. Louise Brown 

18. Mia Cullen 19.  Amy Lawlor 
20. Chloe Davis 21. Lauren Bailey 

22. Ailbhe Kealy 23. Una Farrell 

 


